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The Game

On the edge of Terran space lies Halcyon 6, a derelict starbase left behind by a mysterious precursor race. Your mission is to
reclaim the derelict station and rebuild it.

A mysterious alien force is making a beeline towards Earth and this starbase is the best chance for the New Terran Federation to
establish new alliances, research new technologies and otherwise figure out a way to stop the impending invasion.

Using only the resources you can salvage from the derelict station and gathered from nearby star systems, it’s up to you to
rebuild the starbase to lead the Terran Republic’s scientific research, exploration and diplomatic efforts on the edge of known

space.

Halcyon 6 is a passion project who’s design is inspired by our years spent playing classic games like Star Control, Master of
Orion, X-COM, Civilization and new classics like FTL.

Features:

Base Building: spend resources to build station facilities (rooms) to enhance your production and technological
capabilities, or build ships to help you control more territory

Exploration: assign your fleets to nearby star clusters, where they can handle emerging enemy threats, do missions for
alien factions or secure bonus resources

Crew Management: assign crew to station facilities to greatly improve their output efficiency, or to ships where they
can contribute in unique ways to combat, missions and events

Deep Tactical Combat: fight tactical ship or ground battles to resolve hostile events, create a foothold in the sector and
ultimately defeat the enemy mothership!

Story Events: based on game criteria like rooms-built, alien diplomacy scores or officer traits/skills, the game will
produce story events (often with multiple choice outcomes) that can lead to combat, time-related applied
bonuses/negatives, officer attribute changes or any number of crazy in-game stories.

Project Goals

Unlimited Replayability: Each playthrough has players dealing with a new randomly generated derelict station, surrounding
galaxy, crew recruits, and alien factions
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Motley Crew: Each crew member has unlimited potential for acquiring unique behaviours, traits and abilities, for better or for
worse. Making the best use of your dysfunctional crew will be one of the keys to success. Who should be your main Science

Officer? The insomniac that works insane hours but has an addictive personality or the agoraphobic mad genius?

Encounters of the Weird Kind: There are 6 alien factions in Halcyon 6 and they are all quite different with varying objectives
and personalities. Only your wit and your crew’s skills will help you navigate the diplomatic waters to gain them as key allies or

valuable trading partners.
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Title: Halcyon 6: Starbase Commander
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Massive Damage, Inc.
Publisher:
Massive Damage, Inc.
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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Love the game just wish remote was optional :(. like this simple game.. Invisible Apartment 2 is a step up from its prequel. Fans
of Visual Novels will be familiar with the way the game plays; largely static character graphics played over background art, click
to go through dialogue, and make some story altering choices here and there.

My main criticism of Invisible Apartment 1 was how transitions were very abrupt and lacked visual cues to show change in time
or setting, in addition to very few player choices (most of which had only one correct answer with the rest various flavors of fail
state). There was also some graphical laziness in recycling a HUD visual for a scene that had text elements referencing a
previous scene.

The good news is, these gripes vanished in IA2. Not only was there ample use of establishing shots to mark scene and setting
changes, but the graphics both avoided out-of-place recyling and actually looked quite good. The story had several more choice,
and while the overall story followed mostly the same arc, I did feel like the choices had an impact on the way the story played
out without it simply being a BAD END\/GAME OVER scenario. I also particularly liked the way the game jumped back to
critical decision points when a path played out to a bad end with "What If..." dream sequences. It was very seamless, and
avoided breaking flow while still letting me explore all the different story paths.

In terms of story, some might criticize it for being cliche, but I enjoyed it. In a world where Snowden exists, the topic of state
surveillance and how it impacts and corrodes human relationships is something I wish was explored more often. Perhaps my
only criticism of the story here is that it never quite goes into those ideas in depth. This is largely because the story is about the
two central characters, with the rest of the world as a backdrop, but I'd like to see more elements put in to see how this kind of
surveillance negatively affects personal relationships and society as a whole. Also, it has a future-tech\/cyberpunk dystopia
theme, which I'm always a sucker for.

Bottom line, this is an interesting little game with good enough characters and story to keep me interested, and potential for a lot
of interesting new ideas and development in the upcoming sequel. Reccomended.. While the game is indeed quite hard, I've
very much enjoyed playing it. Still trying to beat the first level but getting closer and closer to wave 23. It would be nice to be
able to scale the map up so you feel like you are really there.. Great Game But The Second Makes This pretty much Irrelevant

only buy if you are an achievement hunter. Honestly it's another Dead or Alive game, overpriced dlc and bouncing boobies, but
hey it's still mechanically sound and looks better than ever, the game is just a fun time.. Seems no file added when I bought this
DLC. Please check this issue. And thanks for making this game.. Great fun for young kids!. A VERY GOOD TOPDOWN
SHOOTER
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a game that manages to be even worse than novalogic's delta force: xtreme 2! woefully inept ai! uninspired level design! wow!.
Legendary game. I bought the game in hopes that there would be more implemented from the previous gamers review.
Unfortunately that was not to be had. The mapping system has enough issues where I could not even find the end point of the
first mission. I do think that the game is very nice looking and I like the feel of it. But I could also not recommend this game
with its current development status.. Great game
Would be nice to see a save game feature.
Needs more areas to play in.
More updates to. Just finished this game. I'm a fan of slow point and click games and I must say, I really enjoyed its classic feel
and realstic detective approach. most "gamers" wont like this game, but it offers a great story and enviroment, which is what I
play games for. That ending sure was unsatisfying doe. the drama cd is really cute! it's different than the one that comes with the
toranoana physical edition of the game, so there sadly arent any translations for that with this, BUT this is still well worth the
money. there's three tracks, ranging from 7 minutes to 20 minutes long. you're provided with wav files of all three, as well as a
translated script so that you can read along.
personally i loved the second track the best! it went deeper into their day at the park at the beginning of the game.

i'd really only recommend listening to this once youi've finished the game itself, but it's really really good!!. I went into this
game unsure- it seemed like it might not have enough content, but I had $20 to blow and was ready to take the risk for a really
stand out game. The concept seemed really interesting, and I liked the idea of a diverse cast of high school girls.
I actually don't really want to write a bad review of this game because, there's a lot of potential. I hope the creators continue,
fine tune the art of the mini-game, and go on to create characters with greater depth and the player can actually feel an interest
in. But for $20 it's a big disappointment. The minigames are really boring and that's basically they're all you'll be doing. I think
it may have built up to more interesting storylines, but I was too bored to continue. The art, considering there's so little of it, is
really sub-par. There is also way too little strategy and long term planning in this game so I felt like I was meandering around. I
felt the 20s era felt inauthentic and too based on stereotypes and slang- perhaps if the characters had a little more depth or
backstory it would feel truer to the period.
If you want a truly awesome dark, involving detective game involving high school girls I would recommend Black Closet. It's by
Hanako games, and though it is planned for Steam release soon (the creator is fine tuning it) it is currently available through
their website. Of if you simply like the fun of a brightly colored teen girl unraveling a mystery in a dangerous setting (and
possibly dying horribly) you'll love Hanako's Long Live the Queen on Steam. And no, I'm not affiliated in anyway with Hanako.
I just love their games and their nuanced portrayal of girls.. I didn't hate this game, so I will recommend it.
It's definitely not worth $14.99. The lowest price seems to had been $5.99. I'd say that is even pushing it. Hopefully you have a
nice friend to get the game for you instead lol. Luckily, my friend did just that.
The story was sweet. The game felt a little too short. The game could be completed in four hours.
There's not really a reason to replay besides an extra feature of being in underwear the entire adventure. The graphics would be
a bit inconsistent when using that feature as it will sometimes show him wearing a shirt in the textbox.
As far as bugs go, the game can sometimes be unresponsive, but it only lasts for a short while. There was one graphical glitch I
had however it was fixed when restarting the game.
For a Point & Click game, there's not much to really click.
The humor in the game made me chuckle.
The innuendos in this game is pretty vast.
The art is passable. There's some inconsistentencies, such as the white pixels when you're riding the ship lift. However, I will say
some of them are nice eyecandy.
There's not that much animations in the game. However, I haven't really played many Point and Click games. I don't believe
many Point and Cick games have animations.
There's no voices in the game. The music is alright, not something I would download. It is very loud. I would turn your cpu
volume down before playing.
There's not really any secrets in this game as far as I know.
There's also a lot of needless walking. I can click on a thing across the screen and the character will walk there only to say one
line.
Is this a game you need? No. Is it worth checking out just for the gay theme? Maybe? The gay theme might be the only thing
going for it. There's not many gay themed games, so it exceeds there.. Drive trucks around Europe. It doesn't sound fun on
paper. But it turns out to be extremely entertaining and a great stress reliever.
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